Karen Glossary – Effective Treatment of Refugee Adults with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
This is a glossary of 41 Sgaw Karen-language terms pertaining to effective treatment for PTSD. The glossary
was developed by a team of three interpreters from Sgaw Karen-speaking refugee communities in the United
States with guidance from a psychologist, applied linguist / professional interpreter, and primary care
physician, as well as input from three monolingual, Sgaw Karen-speaking community informants. The glossary
is intended to help clinicians, interpreters, and members of this community talk about PTSD treatment.1
Contents include:
●

Suggested translations

●

Community Notes with community- and culturally-informed guidance on communication

●

Terms that are not recommended or that may require the clinician or interpreter to use caution.

We encourage clinicians and interpreters to have a brief pre-session to clarify terminology and concepts prior
to meeting with any patient who is new to PTSD treatment. We also offer the following general guidance:
●

Avoid jargon and technical terms

●

Terms in daily use in English (e.g., “therapist”) may describe treatment concepts and professional roles
that require additional explanation

●

Mental health treatment remains stigmatized; normalizing mental health conditions as a form of chronic
illness for which treatment improves well-being can improve communication and may improve
treatment adherence and outcomes

●

Patients may be more comfortable speaking openly about mental health after they have developed a
caring interpersonal relationship with their provider

●

Women may be more comfortable speaking openly with gender-concordant clinicians and interpreters

●

Calibration may be needed to accommodate Sgaw Karen’s considerable regional variation.

How to find terms in the glossary - The glossary is organized into five sections: Symptoms & Assessment,
Trauma, Mental Health Professionals, Treatment, and Psychotherapies. Within each section, words are
ordered alphabetically. The Table of Contents shows a complete list of terms with page numbers.
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For a brief summary of effective PTSD treatments for refugees, see https -//bit.ly/PCORI_PTSD

Word & Definition

Example

Translation & Notes

“Anxiety is common
after a traumatic
event.”

(1) wIolOudIo;*D: - “troubled heart”

“Your inability to
sleep or go to school
due to fears and
worries sound like
anxiety.”

(3) wIudIwI*D:. - worry

“Let’s avoid that
dog. The barking
scares me.”

(1) y'hO[;qSJ; – keep / move away from

“Since the house
fire, do you avoid
restaurants and
other places that
smell like smoke?”

(3) o;wtdOr:CkP

Symptoms & Assessment
Anxiety
Problematic feelings of
being "on edge",
worried, or "jumpy."
Some physical symptoms
might be an increased
heart rate, headaches or
upset stomach. Thoughts
are usually accompanied
by feelings of worry, fear,
anger, irritation,
aggravation, and/or
dread.

(2) o;w*UI. - unstable emotion

A little anxiety is normal
(e.g., before an
important test).
However, anxiety that
interferes with daily life
(e.g., that prevents
someone from going to
school on the day of their
test) or causes
considerable distress is
often a sign of an anxiety
disorder.
Avoid
To keep away from
something. In the
context of PTSD, it refers
to not wanting to talk or
think about the
traumatic event. It also
refers to staying away
from situations that
remind one of a
traumatic event.

(2) CP'k;csU – turn away from

(4) CPuyPuGHPo; – not want to bother, meaning to stay
away
Community Notes
Different options are suggested to accommodate Sgaw
Karen’s considerable regional variation.
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Word & Definition

Example

Cope

“I don’t know how to (1) uGIqUOrJP'D;r:bOvdPzd;'h - to face / deal with something to
cope with these
make it ok
feelings. I feel angry
(2) r:*h:r:rkPxDOo;oh. - face and make it ok (regional)
all the time and it’s
hard on my family.”

To manage or deal with
and attempt to
overcome problems.
Effective PTSD treatment
improves coping.

Depression
When one experiences
sadness and decreased
enjoyment of activities
that used to be pleasant
(e.g., hobbies and
socializing), and these
feelings interfere with
functioning and last
longer than 2 weeks.
Depression can include
feelings of
worthlessness,
hopelessness, guilt, or
anger. Often depression
include changes in
appetite and sleep
(increase or decrease).

Translation & Notes

“How are you coping
with your stress?”
“Depression
symptoms include
losing interest in
activities you used to
enjoy and feeling
hopeless.”
“Your difficulty
sleeping, eating and
feeling good about
yourself all sound
like symptoms of
depression.”

(1) wIolOtk;wIo;[;*D:. - unhappy, heart-broken
(2) wIolOvD:bSH;o;vD:bSg. - very tired and weighed down
(regional)
Community Notes
The first option may not be meaningful to all community
members. The second option is used in some regions.

Note that sometimes
laypeople will use the
term “to feel depressed”
as a synonym for sadness
without really meaning
they have depression.
Diagnosis
A medical term to
describe a collection of
symptoms, in this case to
describe psychological
symptoms and behaviors
that cause distress or the

“Now that you have
a diagnosis of PTSD,
we can start creating
a treatment plan to
help you heal.”

(1) CkxHOe>IvD:wHIvD:qJ;wI*hItdO zsgo; vUeyl: – find out accurately
the cause of a situation within you
(2) CkxHOe>IwIqgt*hIvD:wHIvD:qJ; – find out accurately about
the disease
(3) CkxHOe>IwIqgtdOzsdzsdzsgzsgvUeyl: – very clearly find out about
the disease or pain within you
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Word & Definition

Example

inability to function
normally

Distress
Feeling upset and
uncomfortable; having
very unpleasant feelings

Translation & Notes
Community Notes
Some community members may find the term “disease”
stigmatizing. If they are familiar with alternatives, such
as “situation” or “condition,” these may be preferred.

"It sounds like you
have been feeling
distressed since your
move to the US, with
all of the changes
and disruptions."

(1) wIolOudIo;[;*D: – “my liver is hot and my heart is
broken/uneasy” (literal), feeling upset or uneasy
(2) olObOwHPwP, o;bOwHPwP - suffering, discomfort
(1) wIvD:ysH:vD:zk;(wIo;ysH:) - feeling agitated, jumpy and highly
distressed with the implication that something terrible
and frightening happened
(2) olOudIo;*D: - feeling not good
Community Notes
Different options are suggested to accommodate Sgaw
Karen’s considerable regional variation.

Drink alcohol
(to drink; to use alcohol)
To use intoxicating
beverages, such as beer,
wine, or liquor

Flashback
In the context of PTSD,
this is a sudden,
involuntary memory in
which one suddenly feels
like a traumatic event is
happening again

“She drank vodka
every day to help
forget about the
war.”
“How much do you
drink?”

“Do certain sounds,
smells, or sights—
like military
uniforms—trigger
flashbacks to when
you were
imprisoned?”

(1) tdoH;{d:*P{d:. - drink alcohol / liquor
(2) tDoH;tDrh:. – drink alcohol / rice (regional)
Community Notes
Neither option indicates that drinking is problematic.
The second option is used in some regions to describe
celebrations that include food and alcoholic drinks.
(1) uvUIbOwIohOeDOuh:owlIuvP/ wIvJ:cDzsdvU wlIbO/ 'D;xHObO0J/'fuJxDO
cJtH:tod; - suddenly feeling the memory of past trauma
and seeing it happen right now
(2) yvUIbO/ ohOeDObOowlIuvPwIvJ: cDzsdvUwlIbO0Jr:o;uJxDOcJtH:
- suddenly remembering the past trauma coming back
again
(3) 'k;ohOeDOxDOuh:vUwIwyPolOyPo; tyl:wIr:bO'dvUtyl:uGHP, 'fod;
uJxDOo; cJtH: - suddenly remembering the past trauma
coming back again
Community Notes
There is no equivalent term, and these may be
challenging phrases for someone who is not already
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Example

Translation & Notes
familiar with this concept. Additional explanation may
be helpful.

Function
To have the ability to
carry out one’s daily
responsibilities, have
close relationships, and
take care of oneself

“Sometimes
emotions can affect
how well you
function, like your
ability to work or
care for your
family.”

(1) uGIxGJvD:uh:o;*h:*h: - to look after oneself properly
(2) uGIxGJvD:uh:o;/ oh0J*h:*h:bObO - can look after oneself
properly
Community Notes
These are not exact equivalents but capture the general
idea.

“PTSD treatment can
help you function
better at home and
at work.”
Hypervigilant
Always feeling on guard,
always looking out for
danger, extremely
cautious, and never able
to relax

“After his car
accident, he became
hypervigilant when
driving. He never felt
relaxed or safe in the
car, and he was
always worried it
would happen
again.”
“Do you feel
hypervigilant when
you’re in crowded
places, feeling like
you are waiting for
something bad to
happen?”

Long-term impact
How something is going
to affect an individual
over months to years

“Upsetting events
can have a long-term
impact on people.
We can recommend
treatment to reduce
this impact.”

(1) tdO'D;wIyvDIo;'dO'dOrkPrkPxDbd - always having the feeling of
being greatly on guard or cautious
(2) tdO'D;wIyvDIy'Do;tgtg - highly cautious (regional)
(3) tdO'D;wIyvDIo;tgtg - highly cautious (regional)
Community Notes
The first option is extremely polite and may be
preferred by some community members. The other
options may sound overly direct but may be preferred
by others.

(1) wIr:bO'dvUt<HPwhI0J - some hurting effect for a long
period
(2) wIr:bO'dvUtqUuwDI<HP<HP - some hurting effect for a very
long time
(3) wIr:bO'dvUuJxDOo;<HPwhI0JtCd. - some hurting effect for a
very long time
Community Notes
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Example

Translation & Notes
There is no exact equivalent. The suggested phrases can
be used when discussing negative long-term impacts of
a bad event. Different language would be needed if the
long-term effects of something are positive.

Negative thoughts
Troubling, disturbing, or
upsetting thoughts
focused on negative
things, e.g., believing one
will never be safe, or
(inappropriately) blaming
oneself for a bad thing
that happened. These
are often self-critical
thoughts or negative
beliefs about the world.

Numb
Lack of emotions, even
when one would expect
to have emotions.
Feeling detached from
one’s emotions. Unable
to feel emotions.

“When he thought
about the war, he
couldn’t stop having
negative thoughts
about himself. His
family said he was a
wonderful father,
brother and son, but
he had trouble
believing them.”

(1) wIqdurdOtdOxDOo;vUxHOwIxJtw*h: - thoughts that only see
the bad or negative view
(2) wIqdurdOvUw*h:wbO – not good thoughts (regional)
Community Notes
The first option is recommended. Use caution with the
second option. It may be easier for some patients to
understand, but it may also be understood as “immoral
thoughts.”

"Have you had more
negative thoughts
and beliefs since the
accident?"
“She felt numb while
her mother was in
the hospital. At
home, she couldn’t
feel sadness or joy.
She didn’t feel
anything at all.”

(1) o;'D;eDIcdwzd;vdPo;(o;vD:uwkI) - no feelings or emotions
(2) eo;'D;eeDIupI wbOvdPo;. – “your body and mind are not in
working together” (idiomatic, regional)
Not Recommended
Saying “not feeling anything” in Sgaw Karen refers to
physical numbness so is not recommended.

“What you described
sounds like you are
numb, and can’t
seem to feel
anything, positive or
negative.”
Re-experience
To feel like one is
experiencing something
over again, even though
it is not really happening.
In the context of PTSD,
this may include
thoughts, emotions,

“I sometimes reexperience the
moment of the
accident
unexpectedly. Like
once I was standing
in line at a store and
a loud noise made

(1) wIvJ:cDzsdttUtoDvUtyl:uGHPwzO'fwlI bO0JcJtH:tod; - feeling like
the past traumatic experience is happening again
(2) wIvJ:cDzsdttUtoDvUtyl:uGHPwzO'fwlI bO0JcJtH:tod; - experiencing
the past trauma as if it is happening right now (regional)
(3) 'fod;wlIbOuh:0JwIvJ:cDzsd ttUtoDvU tyl:uGHP - happening right
now, an experience of past trauma (regional)
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Word & Definition

Example

physical sensations, or a
sense that the traumatic
event is recurring. Types
of re-experiencing
include:

me suddenly feel like Community Notes
I was in the car crash There is no equivalent term, so patients may appreciate
again.”
additional explanation. The latter two phrases include
regional variations.
“You seem to reexperience the night
when your father
had a heart attack
whenever you go to
a hospital.”

● Flashbacks – reliving
the trauma over and
over
● Nightmares –
frightening dreams
with images or
themes similar to the
traumatic event

Translation & Notes

● Frightening thoughts
related to the
traumatic event
Self-medicate
The act of taking drugs,
herbs, or home remedies
on one’s own without
the advice of a medical
doctor. In the mental
health context, it means
to use drugs, alcohol, or
other addictive behavior,
such as overeating or
gambling, in an unhelpful
way, as an attempt to
reduce negative thoughts
or feelings.

“She is really
struggling with the
loss of her son and I
think she is selfmedicating by
drinking so much.”
“Some people selfmedicate with drugs
or alcohol, but this
leads to more
problems for them,
and does not make
their PTSD go away.
Instead, we
recommend
treatments such as
therapy from a
specialist or
medication
prescribed by a
doctor.”

(1) wIoluoHOuoD'fo;d ur:pS:vD:uGHP ewIolO wrkPo;wrkP. - improperly
using medicine to numb your emotional pain
(2) teDIupI'O0Julpg<gbsgvD: uh: to;. - improper self-treatment
with a substance / medication
(3) [H;e>IuoHO'D;ulpg<gbsgvD:uh:to; - using improper medication
to reduce your suffering
Community Notes
There is no exact equivalent. Use caution with this
word, as it is can be understood as the use of herbs or
medications for their intended purpose rather than
unhealthy use of medications, drugs, or alcohol to
reduce emotional pain. Clinicians may want to use more
straightforward language, e.g., “Have you been misusing
medications, drugs, or alcohol to reduce your emotional
pain?”
Disease and pain are the same word in Karen.
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Word & Definition

Example

Translation & Notes

Strengths

“When we look at
these great
strengths you have,
we can build on the
things you already
do so well.”

(1) wItdO'D;o;t*HItbgvUuohjwDqUr: eU:wI - having an inner
strength that can resist or overcome

A collection of
observations about an
individual that allow her
or him to show
resilience, adaptability,
perseverance, or other
positive traits that assist
in overcoming obstacles
and adverse situations.

Symptoms
Feelings, sensations,
thoughts, or behaviors
caused by a disease or
condition
Trigger (noun)
Trigger (verb)
Noun: A reminder of a
traumatic event that
causes one to react as if
the event were
happening currently.
Examples can include the
anniversary of the
traumatic event or a loud
noise similar to noise
heard during the
traumatic event.
Verb: To bring up
traumatic or upsetting
memories or symptoms
of PTSD by reminding
someone of the trauma.
This is sometimes not in
the person’s awareness,

“Your positive
outlook and friendly
personality are
wonderful
strengths.”

(2) wItdO'D;o;*HIbgvUr: eU:wI - having an inner strength to
overcome
(3) wItdO'D;o;*HIbgvUur:rkPr:pU:eo; - having an inner strength
to help you feel better

“Nightmares about
the traumatic event
are a common
symptom of PTSD.”

(1) wIyeDOzsgxDOvUtwlIbO0J(vUeutdyl:) - signs of suffering

“The sound of the
train was a trigger
for her, causing her
to re-experience the
train accident in her
mind.”

(1) wIvUr:ohOeDOxDOuh:o;vUtwlIbOwI ePeP ush:ush: t*hI 'fuJxDOo;cJtH: reminder of an event as if happening again right now
(noun)

“Are there specific
situations that
trigger your
flashbacks, like
specific noises,
sights, or smells?”

(2) wItyeDOzsgvUt'GJyl: - “a sign found inside you” (literal,
regional)

(2) wIvUr:ohOeDOxDOuh:o;vUtwlIbO wI'dO'dOrkPrkP'ftuJxDOo;cJtH:.
- reminder of traumatic suffering as if happening right
now (noun)
(1) r:ohOeDOxDOuh: wIt'dOtrkP vU uJxDO o;0H: - to remind of a
prior significant event (verb)
Community Notes
There is no exact equivalent. Clinicians may want to use
more straightforward language, e.g., “Do any sights,
sounds or smells make you feel like the car accident is
happening again?”
Not Recommended
The term 'k;tdOxDOwIr:qUuh:wI.(vUwItU) means retaliate and
is not recommended.
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Word & Definition

Example

Translation & Notes

“When she was
baking a cake for her
daughter’s birthday,
she had frequent
uncontrollable
thoughts and images
about the car
accident. She kept
seeing the accident
over and over in her
mind.”

(1) o;wIqdurdO'D;xHOurSHwIvUyU:CP0J we>I -thinking and seeing
illusions that cannot be controlled

such as an anniversary of
a trauma.
Uncontrollable thoughts
and images
(intrusive thoughts and
images; unwanted
thoughts and images)
Uncontrollably thinking
about or imagining the
traumatic event when
one wants to be thinking
about something else.
This includes nightmares
and thoughts, images, or
imagined sounds that
occur unexpectedly or
when one is trying to
focus on other things.
Use drugs
To use prescription drugs
(e.g., opiate pain
medication) in a harmful
way (other than
intended) or to use other
addictive substances,
e.g., heroin or cocaine

(2) o;wIqdurdO'D;xHOurSHwIvUr:vD:rIuGHPwoh - thinking and seeing
illusions that cannot be shut out
Community Notes
There is no exact equivalent, so patients may appreciate
additional explanation.

“Are you having
uncontrollable or
unwanted thoughts
or images when you
try to fall asleep?”

“Some people use
drugs as a way to
cope with their PTSD
symptoms.”

(1)oluoHOrl:bSD;
(2) oluoHOvUwuJbsK;. - using medicine that is not beneficial
(regional)
Community Notes
In some regions, the second option is used to describe
illicit drug use.

Trauma
Posttraumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD)
Excessively troubling
thoughts and feelings
that continue more than
one month after
witnessing or
experiencing a traumatic
event, or learning about

“One in three people
can develop
posttraumatic stress
disorder, or PTSD,
after traumatic
events. You are not
alone.”
“The symptoms you
described are typical
of posttraumatic

(1) wIolOudIo;*D: tyeDOvUuJxDOo;zJ tr:bO'dbOxH;
t'dOtrkPr:o;0H:tvDIcH - stress that a person feels after a
traumatic event
(2) wItdOrlqDwvJo;0H:zJ vJ:cDzsdbO wIuD wIcJ0H:tvDIcH - change in a
person after a terrible incident
(3) wIolOudIo;*D:tuhIt*D: uJxDOo;zJwIr: bO'dbOxH;r:o;0H:tvDIcH. stress that happens after a traumatic event
Community Notes
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Word & Definition

Example

Translation & Notes

such an event happening
to a loved one.

stress disorder, or
PTSD. I recommend
you see a specialist
who can help you.”

There is no equivalent term, and this condition and
concept may not be familiar to the lay public. We
recommend that clinicians have a conversation with the
interpreter before talking to a patient about PTSD for
the first time. Clinicians will need to think carefully
about how they will explain what is meant by PTSD, and
interpreters may also need time to prepare.

“The hurricane
caused trauma to
many of the families
in our city.”

(1) wIwrkPwv: wIvD:ysH:vD:zk; vU tuJ xDOwhIo; - unpleasant
condition, something terrible that has happened

Symptoms include
nightmares, flashbacks,
uncontrolled thoughts
about the traumatic
event, wanting to avoid
reminders of the trauma,
and feeling like you can’t
relax. These symptoms
are common
immediately after a
traumatic event. When
they continue for more
than one month, they
may be an indication of
posttraumatic stress
disorder or PTSD. PTSD
can be caused by events
such as being attacked,
experiencing an assault,
witnessing violence, and
many other upsetting
and life-threatening
experiences.
Trauma
A negative emotional
reaction to a traumatic
event, e.g., a natural
disaster, assault, war, or
serious injury.
Some people also use
“trauma” as shorthand
for the traumatic event
itself.

(2) wIbO'dbOxH; - hurt or injury
(3) wIvJ:cDzsdvUudI*D:tUoD - an experience of violent stress
(regional)
Community Notes
There is no exact equivalent. Because this concept may
not be familiar, we recommend that clinicians have a
conversation with the interpreter before talking to a
patient about this topic for the first time. Use caution
with the second option, which is more often used to
describe physical injuries. Use caution with the third
option, which is appropriate and easily understood in
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Example

Translation & Notes
some regions but in others will trigger intense emotional
reactions and cause distress.

Traumatic event
An event that is terrifying
or highly distressing. It
may be life-threatening
or violent. Examples of
traumatic events include
experiencing, witnessing,
or having a loved one
experience a natural
disaster, assault, war,
forced displacement, or
serious injury.
Some people also use
“trauma” as shorthand
for the traumatic event
itself.

“Watching her son
fall from the bridge
and break his leg
was a traumatic
event. She was so
glad he survived
with just a broken
leg.”

(1) wIr:olO udIo;*D:. - distressing event, an event that can
cause distress
(2) wIr:o;vD:ysH:vD:zk; - terrible distress
Community Notes
There is no exact equivalent.

“Traumatic events
can cause longlasting problems in
how we think and
feel. We have
effective treatments
to help reduce the
negative impact
these events have
on your life.”

Mental Health Professionals
Psychiatrist
A medical doctor that
specializes in problems
with stress, emotions,
behavior, and thoughts
who is able to prescribe
medication for
management of
symptoms

Psychologist
A professional with a
doctoral degree in
psychology who provides
therapy to people to help
reduce their problematic

“We will make an
appointment for you
to see Dr. Martin, a
psychiatrist, who can
determine the right
medication for you.”

(1) o;yDnguoHOo\OtdO'D;wIohvD:qDvU, ulpg<gbsg'D;[hOuoHOuoD medical doctor who specializes in psychology and
provides treatment and gives medicine
(2) o;uoHOo\OvU ur:bsgwIqg'D;[hO uoHOuoD. - medical doctor
for mental health
(3) cdOElPuoHOo\OvUr:bsgwIqg'D;[hO uoHOzDO. - brain doctor
Community Notes
Community members may be unfamiliar with this
professional role.

“We have a
psychologist who
can meet with you
regularly to help you
learn new ways to

(1) yS:ohvD:qDvUo;yDng*hIusd:, 'fod;ur: *h:xDOolOo;t*DI. - person with
special talent in psychology, who can improve the mind
(2) o;yDngo\OvUur:*h:xDOwIqgt*DI. - teacher (specializing in
the mind / emotions) who can treat your
suffering/disease
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Word & Definition

Example

Translation & Notes

thoughts, emotions, or
behaviors. In the context
of trauma, a psychologist
provides therapy with
the goal of helping that
person work through the
trauma and experience
less symptoms.

sleep better and feel
better.”

(3) o;o\OvUur:rkPxDOuh:eo;.- teacher (specializing in the
mind / emotions) who can help improve your mind

Specialist

“She is a specialist in
helping people with
PTSD feel better.”

A trained healthcare
professional who is an
expert in diagnosing and
helping people with
specific health
conditions. In a mental
health context, this
refers to a therapist,
licensed clinical social
worker, counselor,
psychologist, or
psychiatrist, who all may
treat PTSD.

Therapist
(counselor)
A healthcare professional
who provides therapy to
address behavioral or
emotional problems,
such as PTSD. This may
be a licensed clinical
social worker, a
counselor, or a
psychologist.

Community Notes
Community members may be unfamiliar with this
professional role.

“There are
specialists who can
help you to feel
better and move
forward in your life.”

(1) uoHOo\OpJOeD:vUtohulpg<gbsg wIqgvD:qDwrH: - medical doctor
who can treat a specific disease
(2) o\OtdO'D;wIohOngvD:qDvUtohulpg<g bsgwI – “teacher with
outstanding knowledge to treat or cure”
(3) o\OvD:qDvUtohr:bsgwI – “special teacher who can treat
or cure disease”
(4) o\OvUtohr:bsgwIqg – “teacher with the ability to treat
or cure disease”
Community Notes
There is no exact equivalent, but these terms are
appropriate for describing specialists. The first option is
used to describe specialist physicians. The other options
are appropriate for describing psychologists or other
non-physician mental health specialists.

“I think seeing a
therapist or
counselor would
really help. Therapy
can be a very helpful
way to overcome
these feelings.”

(1) o\OvUtohpH;uwd:wIvUt'k;eJOodOvdqDO xGJr:
*h:xDOwIo;*J:o;uvUI'D;wIyP olO yPo; / 'DolO'Do; - a skilled speaker
who guides / instructs to improve emotional and
behavioral situations; mental health therapist
(2) yS:ohu[ku<PwItdOqlOtdOcs> vUt'k; eJOwI
r:*h:qDOxGJwIo;*J:o;uvUI'D;wI yP olOyPo; / 'DolO'Do; - healthcare
professional who guides / shows the way to recover
from emotional or behavioral problems
(3) o\OvUtohpH;uwd:wI'fod;ur:rkPxDOuh:yS:o; - skilled teacher
who can make you feel better (regional)
(4) o\OvUuwd:[hO*HI[hObg'D;r:rkPxDO uh:eo;. - teacher who
encourages you to feel better
Community Notes
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Example

Translation & Notes
The word “treatment” in Karen refers to medical
treatment. So instead words such as support, guide, or
help are used to refer to psychological treatment.

Treatment
Intervention
(treatment)
Specialized care given to
a person to a person to
treat or bring about a
change in people. In the
mental health context,
this can include
psychological therapies
and medications
designed to improve a
person’s emotions
and/or behavior.

Process (verb)
To perform a series of
steps in order to change
something.
In PTSD therapy, to
process a traumatic
event means working
collaboratively with a
therapist in a careful way
to reduce the emotional
reaction to thoughts,
memories, or reminders
of the trauma.
Processing is a
component of therapy
that reduces the distress,
fear, and negative beliefs
related to the traumatic
event. This results in a

“My brother had
effective
intervention from a
specialist, and is
feeling better after
his time in the war.”
“I can recommend
an effective
intervention to help
you with your PTSD
symptoms.”

“I know that talking
about what
happened is difficult.
But together we can
process those
experiences so that
the memories don’t
keep causing so
much stress and
anxiety.”

(1) wIr:bOvdPzd;'hvUwIu*h:xDOt*DI. - mediation for a better
result
(2) wIulpg<gbsg'D;wIr:bOvdP zd;'hvU wIu *h:xDOt*DI – treatment
with medication
(3) wIr:bOvdPbOp;vU wIu*h:xDOt*DI. - something that makes
things better (regional)
(4) wIvUur:*h:xDOwIt*DI. - something that makes things
better (regional)
Community Notes
The word “treatment” in Karen refers to medical
treatment. So alternative phrases are used to refer to
psychological treatment.
(1) wIr:oud;tqDtg/ tywDItg vUwI qD wvJvPd o;t*DI - work / get
together in many steps for a change (regional)
(2) wIr:oud; wcg0H:wcgvU wIqDwvJvPd o;t*DI. - work together
step by step and part by part for a change
Community Notes
There is no exact equivalent. Clinicians should use more
straightforward language.

“The therapist
helped me process
the experience of
the explosion and
now the memories
do not upset me like
they used to do.”
“The specialist can
help you process
these traumatic
13
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reduction in the power
experiences and
the event has to interfere help you to feel
with current functioning. better.”
Referral (noun)
Refer (verb)
When a healthcare
provider gives a patient
the contact information
and recommendation to
seek healthcare services
from another provider,
often a specialist. This
sometimes includes the
healthcare provider
sharing information with
the new provider.

Serotonin
A chemical in your brain
that affects how you feel

“I am giving you a
referral to talk with a
therapist about your
PTSD. This specialist
will meet with you
once a week to talk
about your
symptoms and help
you decrease the
amount of stress you
feel.”
“We are referring
you to a medical
doctor who
specializes in PTSD
and stress. She may
prescribe medication
to help you with
your symptoms.”
“This medication
affects serotonin in
the brain.”

(1) wIbOxGJvdPo;'D;uoHOo\Ot*:w*: - being connected to
another specialist (noun)
(2) ubOvJ:xHOvdPo;'D;uoHOo\O t*:w*:. - going to see another
doctor (simple explanation of getting referred from the
standpoint of the patient)
(1) wI[hOcD[hOeD:wIohOng'D;vHPtkOto; - to give / share
information and recommendations (verb)
Community Notes
There is no exact equivalent, but these communicate
the general idea. Members of the community may not
be familiar with the need for referrals under some US
health insurance plans

(1) wItoH;tuPtdOvUcdOElPyl:vUtu r: pU: wIqdurdI wIohOngt*DI - a
substance / chemical in the brain that can help with
mood and thought
(2) wIwrH:rH:vUcdOElPyl:vUur:pU:wIqd urdOwIohOng. - something in
my brain to help with my mood / emotion
Community Notes
There is no exact equivalent.

Side effect
Unwanted, unpleasant
reactions to a medication

“That medicine has
some side effects,
such as upset
stomach, but that
goes away after a
few days.”

(1) uoHOtwIr:bO'dvUt*: - other bad effect of a medicine;
side effect
(2) uoHOtwIr:bO'dvUtweD - some undesirable effect of
medicine
(3) uoHOtwIr:bO'dvUtw*h:bOwcgcg. - some kind of bad effect
of medicine
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Therapy

“Therapy for trauma
has been shown to
help reduce
symptoms and
improve functioning.
It can be difficult at
first, but it will help
you start to heal.”

(1) wIqDOxGJr:pU:vU ur:pS:vD: wIo;*J:o;uvUI
'D;wIyPolOyPo;twIuDwIcJ. - supportive therapy to reduce
emotional and behavioral problems

(psychotherapy)
The American
Psychological Association
describes therapy as “a
collaborative treatment
based on the relationship
between an individual
and a psychologist.
Grounded in dialogue, it
provides a supportive
environment that allows
you to talk openly with
someone who is
objective, neutral and
nonjudgmental. You and
your psychologist will
work together to identify
and change the thought
and behavior patterns
that are keeping you
from feeling your best.”

“I think talking to
someone who is
trained to offer
therapy would help
you feel better and
feel more patient
with your children.”

(2) wIqDOxGJr:pU:vU ur:pS:vD:o;wbO vdPbOp; - supportive
therapy to reduce mental disorder
(3) wIqDOxGJr:pU:vU ur:*h:xDOo;w*UI wusU:bOt*DI - supportive
therapy that will increase mental harmony
Community Notes
There is no direct equivalent, but these phrases are
understood and are not stigmatizing.

Therapies for PTSD often
include remembering or
re-telling the story of the
traumatic event.
Someone who is trained
to help the person with
PTSD cope with their
emotions does this in a
safe, supportive setting.
Over time, therapies for
PTSD reduce the
emotional impact of the
traumatic event.
Trauma-informed
treatment
Treatments that are
specifically designed to
treat the effects of

“Trauma-informed
(1) wIulpg<gbsg'D;qDOxGJr:pU: vD:qD vUur:pS:vD:uh:wIr:bO'do;t'dOtrkP treatment will be the particular treatment or support / help to reduce the
best approach to
effects of a traumatic event
help you heal. It is
designed for people
who have been
15
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traumatic events.
Research has shown
these treatments to be
effective when used for
this purpose.

through upsetting
events like you have
and has helped
many people.”

(2) wIulpg<gbsgvUwIwdPusJ:tdO vD:qD,
'fod;uqDOxGJr:pS:vD:wIo;bO'dt'dOtrkP - a specially-designed
remedy to help reduce the effects of a traumatic event
(3) wIr:bsg'D;qDOxGJr:pU: vD:qDvUur: ua:(pS:)vD:uh:
wIolObO'do;bO'dt'dOtrkP - special treatment to help reduce
the effects of a traumatic event
Community Notes
There is no direct equivalent.

Treatment plan
A plan created by a
healthcare professional
to address a health
condition. In the context
of PTSD, a plan includes
the chosen approach to
treatment (e.g.,
Cognitive-Behavioral
Therapy, EMDR,
medication), how that
approach will be carried
out, and the duration of
treatment.

“This treatment plan
is made specifically
with you, and aims
to give you the type
of supports that will
help you the most.”

(1) wICkxUwdPusJ:vU ulpg<gbsgwIt*DI - the chosen or selected
plan for treatment
(2) wICkxUwdPusJ:vUur:bsgwIt*DI. - the chosen plan for
treatment
(3) wIwdPusJ:vUur:bsgwIqgt*DI. - the plan that will cure
disease
Not Recommended
The equivalent term, wIulpg<gbsgwIwdPusJ:, is seldom used
so may not be meaningful to community members.

Psychotherapies
Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy (CBT)
An effective therapy for
PTSD in which a therapist
helps the patient to
engage in productive and
pleasant activities, learn
coping strategies, and
reduce symptoms by
addressing negative
thoughts and beliefs.

“The therapist thinks
CBT will help.”

(1) wIqDOxGJr:pU:wk:vD:wD:vD:vUur:*h: xDOwIohOngeIyUI wIo;uvUI
o;*J:'D;wI yPolO yPo; - effective therapy to improve
(troubling) thoughts, emotions and behavior
(2) wIqDOxGJr:pU:wk:vD:wD:vD:vUur:*h: xDOwIqdurdO'D;o;w*UIwusU:t*DI. supportive treatment to improve emotion and behavior
(3) wIur:*h:xDOwI ohOngeIyUI'D; wIyPolOyPo;. - improve your
emotion and behavior
Community Notes
There is no direct equivalent. Because this type of
therapy may not be familiar, we recommend that
clinicians have a conversation with the interpreter
before talking to a patient about this treatment for the
first time.
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Cognitive Processing
Therapy (CPT)

“The therapist thinks
CPT will help.”

(1) usd:usJvUur:bOvdPuh: wIohOng eIyUI'D;wI[l;wI*J:- therapeutic
process to help improve mood and action
(2) wIqDOxGJr:pU:wk:vD:wD:vD: tdO'D;tusd: tusJvU
ur:*h:xDOwIohOngeIyUI.'D; wI[l; wI*J: - effective therapy to help
/ support the process / improve one’s mood and actions

An effective therapy for
PTSD in which a therapist
supports the patient in
writing an impact
statement and detailed
account of the trauma
story while the therapist
helps correct
maladaptive thoughts
and beliefs.

Cognitive Therapy
An effective therapy for
PTSD in which a therapist
focuses on the
interaction between
thoughts, feelings, and
behaviors and changing
those that interfere with
functioning, including the
construction of a verbal
or written
autobiographic narrative.

Exposure
A therapeutic technique
that helps a person to
process a traumatic
experience by working
collaboratively with a
therapist in a careful
way, reducing the

(3) wIr:*h:xDOuh:usd:usJvU wIohOngeIyUI 'D;wI[l;wI*J:t*DI. - effective
therapeutic method for mood and action
Community Notes
There is no direct equivalent. Because this type of
therapy may not be familiar, we recommend that
clinicians have a conversation with the interpreter
before talking to a patient about this treatment for the
first time.
“Cognitive therapy
requires a few
months.”

(1) wIqDOxGJr:pU:wk:vD:wD:vD:, tdO'D; wI o;pJbOxGJvdPo; vUwIohOngeIyUI'D;
wIyP olOyPo; 'fod;uqDwvJ r:*h:xDOwIvU tr: wHPwPwI. - effective
therapy focusing on the interaction between knowledge
and behavior to improve those that interfere
(2) wIr:bsgtdO'D;wIo;pJvUwIohOngeIyUI
'D;wIyPolOyPo;'fod;uqDwvJr:*h:xDOt*DI. -treatment focused on
improving thoughts and behavior to make a change for
the better
(3) wIr:bsgvUur:*h:xDOwIqdurdOt*DI -treatment to improve
thoughts
Community Notes
There is no direct equivalent. Because this type of
therapy may not be familiar, we recommend that
clinicians have a conversation with the interpreter
before talking to a patient about this treatment for the
first time.

“One effective
component of many
PTSD treatments is
exposure. This is a
carefully controlled
way to help people
process their
traumatic
experiences so those

(1) wIr:bsgvU'k;ohOeDOxDOuh: yS:qgbOC; tyl:uGHPwIr: olOudIo;*D:t*hI'fod;
ur:pS:vD:, wIwlIbO. - treatment that helps patients reduce
their suffering by helping to remember past traumatic
events
(2) wIr:bsgyS:qg'fod;ur:pS:vD:wIwlIbOt*DIcDzsdwIr:'k;ohOeDOuh:bOC;
tyl:uGHP wIr:olOudIo; *D:t*hI. - treatment for the patient to
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emotional reaction to
experiences no
thoughts or reminders of longer control their
the trauma. The goals are lives.”
to return a sense of
control, self-confidence,
and predictability to the
patient, and help them to
be more relaxed and less
fearful. This is an
evidence-supported
treatment for PTSD.

reduce their suffering by helping to remember past
traumatic events

Eye Movement
Desensitization and
Reprocessing (EMDR)

(1) wIr:bsgtdOxDOzJwIr:ohOeDOxDOuh: yS:qg bOC;wIr:bO'do; t'dOtrkPcDzsd
wI'k;eJOtD:vUrJPcsH, rhwrhIpkcHcDcHuy: twI[l;*J:w0D0H:w0D. - treatment
during which the patient remembers the traumatic
event with hand or eye movements

An effective therapy for
PTSD in which a therapist
instructs the patient to
recall a traumatic
memory and then guides
the patient through a
series of bilateral eye or
hand movements as the
memory is recalled.

Narrative Exposure
Therapy (NET)
An effective therapy for
PTSD in which a therapist
helps the patient create a
narrative story of the
traumatic event in a
coherent and therapeutic
way.

“Eye movement
desensitization and
Reprocessing, or
EMDR, uses special
eye or hand
movements retrain
your brain to stop
letting memories of
the trauma interfere
with your daily life.”

(3) wIr:bsgvU'k;ohOeDOxDOuh:wIysH:wIzk; vU tyl:uGHP'fod;ur:vD:rIuGHP,
ur:pS:vD:uh: wIqgt*DI. - treatment that helps remember past
traumatic event to reduce suffering
Community Notes
There is no direct equivalent. Because this type of
therapy may not be familiar, we recommend that
clinicians have a conversation with the interpreter
before talking to a patient about this treatment for the
first time.

(2) wIr:bsgvUt'k;r:ohOeDOxDOuh: yS:qg bOC;wIr:bO'do;
t'dOtrkPtdOCkP'D; wIr:[l;rJPcsH rhwrhIpkcHcDtwI[l;wI*J:. - treatment
helping remind the patient about the past traumatic
event with eye or hand movements
Community Notes
There is no direct equivalent. Because this type of
therapy may not be familiar, we recommend that
clinicians have a conversation with the interpreter
before talking to a patient about this treatment for the
first time.
(1) wIqDOxGJr:pU:wk:vD:wD:vD:, vUur:*h: xDO (yS:qg)/ yS:wlIbOwI
'fod;uoh'k;tdOxDO wIwJzsguh:twIvD:ysH:vD:zk;t*hI, vUusd:usJ vD:
yvdP'D;ur:bsguh:wIt*DI.- effective therapy that helps the
(patient) sufferer create a narrative story of the
traumatic event in a coherent and therapeutic way
(2) wIr:bsgvUuoh'k;tdOxDOwIwJzsgxDOuh:
wIvD:ysH:vD:zk;t*hI'fod;ur:bsguh:wIt*DI. - treatment that helps
relate the trauma story in a therapeutic way
(3) wIr:bsguh:yS:qg'fod;
uwJzsgxDOuh:twIvJ:cDzsdwIvD:ysH:vD:zk;vUtyl:uGHPt*hI -therapy that
cures a patient by helping to tell the story of a past
traumatic event
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Community Notes
There is no direct equivalent. However, telling a story to
heal from trauma or stress is familiar to the community.
Often this is done with a trusted friend or peer.
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